By using images taken with WFCAM on UKIRT and SofI on the NTT and combining them with 2MASS we have measured proper motions for 126 L and T dwarfs in the dwarf archive. Two of these L dwarfs appear to have M dwarf common proper motion companions, and 2 also appear to be high velocity dwarfs, indicating possible membership of the thick disc. We have also compared the motion of these 126 objects to that of numerous moving groups, and have identified new members of the Hyades, Ursa Major and Pleiades moving groups. These new objects, as well as those identified in Jameson et al. (2008a) have allowed us to refine the L dwarf sequence for Ursa Major that was defined by Jameson et al. (2008b) .
INTRODUCTION
Brown dwarfs may be thought of as failed stars. These low mass ( 70 MJup Burrows et al. 2001) , cool objects are the lowest mass objects that the star formation process can produce. The majority of the brown dwarfs that have been discovered to date are field objects found using surveys such as the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006 , see Leggett et al. 2002 for examples), the DEep Near-Infrared Sky survey (DE-NIS; DENIS Consortium 2005, see Delfosse et al., 1999 for examples), the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000 see Hawley et al. 2002 for examples) and the UKIRT Deep Infrared Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Lawrence et al. 2007 , see Kendall et al. 2007; Lodieu et al. 2007a for examples). However, to study brown dwarfs in depth, a knowledge of their age is essential, which means we must study brown dwarfs in open star clusters or moving groups.
Once a brown dwarf has been proved to belong to an open star cluster, or a moving group, then its age is known, allowing meaningful comparisons to evolutionary models to be made. The most recent example of this is the study done by Bannister & Jameson (2007) who used existing proper motions and parallax measurements to show that a selection of field dwarfs in fact belong to the Ursa Major and Hyades moving groups. The importance of this study, is that these are the first brown dwarfs to be associated with an older cluster or group (age >200 Myr). Older clusters such as the Hyades are expected to contain very few or no brown dwarfs or low mass members, due to the dynamical evolution of the cluster over time (Adams et al. 2002) . However, these escaped low mass objects may remain members of the much larger moving group that surrounds the cluster.
⋆ E-mail: slc25@star.le.ac.uk Jameson et al. (2008a) followed this work by using the wide field camera (WFCAM, Casali et al. 2007 ) on the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) to image 143 known field L dwarfs. These images provided a second epoch for proper motion measurements, when combined with existing 2MASS images, typically taken 7 years previously. Using the proper motions and a distance calculated using the spectral type of the L dwarf given by Cruz et al. (2003) , the moving group method was applied, and all 143 objects were scrutinised to check if their direction and magnitude of motion made them candidates of the many moving groups known. Members of the Hyades, Ursa Major and Pleiades moving groups were found. Radial velocity measurements such as those of Zapatero Osorio et al. (2007) are required however, before it can be determined if these moving group members are cluster members that have "escaped" as the cluster has dynamically evolved (Adams et al. 2002) . Is should also be noted that galactic resonances can produce effects similar to moving groups, and so all members may not be coeval (Dehnen 1998 ).
To continue the study started by Bannister & Jameson (2007) and Jameson et al. (2008a) , we have measured proper motions for the majority of the remaining known field L dwarfs listed in the online L and T dwarf archive (http://spider.ipac.caltech.edu/staff/davy/ARCHIVE/). This has again been accomplished using the WFCAM on UKIRT and for the more southern objects, Son of ISAAC (SofI) on the 3.58m ESO New Technology Telescope (NTT). Using these wide field images and existing catalogue data, we have measured proper motions for an additional 126 L and T dwarfs listed in the dwarf archive.
These proper motion data may be put to a number of uses. Using reduced proper motion diagrams they can be used as an approximate measure of distance. The proper motion measurements can also be used to help identify objects as members of a star cluster or members of a moving group via the moving cluster method.
Taken with measured radial velocities and distances, it can yield all three components of velocity (U,V,W). As brown dwarfs tend to be faint, measuring their radial velocities is very difficult. As a result, very few L or T dwarfs have measurements, none of which are in this sample. This means we cannot determine whether these moving group members are escaped cluster members or otherwise.
Our proper motion data are discussed and listed in section 2 of this paper.
PROPER MOTION MEASUREMENTS

Data acquisition and reduction
In order to measure proper motions for known L and T dwarfs we observed a sample of the known L and T dwarfs from the online dwarf archive (detailed in Tables 1 and 2, see http://spider.ipac.caltech.edu/staff/davy/ARCHIVE/ for discovery references) with J band magnitudes of less than 16.5. 143 of these objects were presented in Jameson et al. (2008a) . To complete the sample, 126 additional objects have been observed, 88 with declinations between -30
• and +60
• , and 38 with declinations of less than -30
• . This first group were imaged using WFCAM on UKIRT over the period of June 2006 to March 2008. WFCAM is a near infrared imager consisting of 4 Rockwell Hawaii-II (HgCdTe 2048x2048) arrays arranged such that 4 separately pointed observations can be tiled together to cover a filled square of sky covering 0.75 square degrees with 0.4 arcsecond pixels (Casali et al. 2007 ). However, as we only required the image of the brown dwarf in question, we only used array 3 which is regarded as the least noisy array. WFCAM is ideal for this work, as the large field of view per chip means there are many other stars in the image, which can be used as astrometric reference stars. The images were taken in the J band in non-photometric conditions using exposure times of ≈5-10 minutes and a nine point dither pattern. These exposure times gave S/N≈100 even in the poor conditions. The images were reduced at the Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit (CASU) using procedures which have been custom written for the treatment of WFCAM data (Irwin et al., in preparation, Dye et al. 2006.) . In brief, each frame was debiased, dark corrected and then flat fielded. The individual dithered images were stacked before having an object detection routine run on them. The frames were astrometrically calibrated using point sources in the 2MASS catalogue. The accuracy is typically ≈0.1" (Dye et al. 2006 ) The photometric calibration employed by the CASU pipeline also relies on 2MASS data (there are typically hundreds of 2MASS calibrators per detector) and is found to be accurate to ≈2% in good conditions (Warren et al. 2007 ). However as we wished to measure proper motions, the astrometric calibration was more important than the photometric calibration for these data.
The objects with declinations less than -30
• were observed using SofI on the NTT. SofI is a wide field infrared imager consisting of an Hawaii HgCdTe 1024x1024 array. This has a plate scale of 0.292 "/pixel and a field of view of ∼ 5 arcminutes (Moorwood, Cuby & Lidman 1998) . The images were taken between 02/04/2007 and 31/08/2007 in the J band. The conditions were non-photometric, exposure times were between 5 and 10 minutes, and a nine point dither pattern was used. As for the WFCAM images, S/N≈100 was achieved in the conditions. These data were reduced using the ORAC-DR pipeline (Allan et al. 2002 ). This pipeline is maintained and developed by the JAC in Hawaii, and has been adapted to reduce SofI data (Currie 2003) . The pipeline bias corrected, flat fielded, sky subtracted and created mosaics out of the nine images per object. These mosaics were then astrometrically calibrated using point sources in 2MASS, and the STARLINK Autoastrom package. The accuracy of this calibration is typically greater than 0.1", as measured by the rms of the fit to the 2MASS point sources. This is worse than the WFCAM astrometry as one might expect, as there are much fewer reference stars in the smaller SofI images. Object detection was completed using SExtractor using the image parameters (gain etc) and a suitably sized background mesh, tailored to the seeing and pixel scale of the image.
Calculating proper motions
The astrometry for 2MASS is good to 80 mas over the whole survey, and to 50 mas over a small area (Skrutskie et al. 2006) . Because the WFCAM and SofI astrometry is also calibrated to the 2MASS catalogue, accurate relative proper motion measurements could be calculated simply by taking the difference in 2MASS and WFCAM positions and dividing by the epoch difference. We calculated the epoch difference by taking the difference in the Julian date as given in the FITS header for each image, which is between 6.5 and 8.7 years with the average epoch difference being 7.8 years for SofI and between 5.8 and 9.5 with an average of 8.5 for WFCAM. The proper motion measurements for each object in every WF-CAM array 3 and SofI image were calculated by this method. This same method was used for our previous 143 objects (Jameson et al. 2008a ) and produced results consistent with the existing data.
This motion was then converted into mas yr −1 . The proper motion has been calculated directly from the RA and dec of the object in question, not from pixel motion on images, hence µα=(∆α/∆T)cos δ " yr −1 if ∆α is converted to arcseconds. These proper motions are relative proper motions, in the sense that they are relative to the bulk of the background stars in the field, which are generally moving slowly enough to be assumed to have zero motion.
However, for the WFCAM fields we checked the reference star motion so that the proper motion of the brown dwarf could be altered if there was a standard offset in the field.
The proper motions were separated in µαcosδ and µ δ from -500 to 500 mas yr −1 in each direction, in bins of size 20 mas yr −1 , and the number of objects falling into each bin were totalled. We then fitted a two dimensional Gaussian to the data for each field to determine the spread of the reference stars, as well as the true centre of the motion. The process was then repeated after the initial fit, rejecting any objects that lay outside 3σ of the fitted Gaussian, before fitting another Gaussian to this data. This fitting was important in some cases as the reference stars had quite a large spread, and in other cases the proper motion of our brown dwarf was of the same order of magnitude as the references. These centroiding changes, or the centres of the fit, were then subtracted from the calculated proper motion measurements.
We used the σ value of the Gaussian to determine the error on our measurements. In general the errors were of the order of ≈ 15 mas yr −1 . The quoted errors are the σ value of the Gaussian fitted to the proper motion points for each image. Strictly this should be the σ plus the position error of the object added in quadrature. However, the centroiding errors for WFCAM are less than 2 mas yr −1 , and so are small compared to the σ value. This method could not be used for some of the SofI fields, as there were less than 30 reference stars present, and in some cases, as few as 6. For these fields, the Gaussian fitting did not converge.
As an alternative method of gauging the offset in motion and the proper motion errors, the mean of both µαcosδ and µ δ was calculated for all of the objects in the field, once the brown dwarf had been removed. The standard deviation was also calculated, and again an iterative process used to remove any objects that lay further from the mean than 3 standard deviations. The process was then repeated and the means were then used as the offset in motion and the standard error of the mean values was then used as the error of the proper motion. The measured proper motions are given in Table 1 for the brown dwarfs imaged by SofI and in Table 2 for the brown dwarfs imaged by WFACM.
Some of the L dwarfs have had their proper motions measured by other people namely Caballero (2007) and Schmidt et al. (2007) . The proper motions given by Caballero (2007) are taken from the SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey. The errors on the proper motions are typically 10 mas yr −1 , although in some cases this is larger, such as in the case of J0847-15 and J0909-07. This is because the SuperCOSMOS sky survey which consists of scanned sky atlas photographic plates, imaged in at least two epochs (Hambly et al. 2001a,b) , has necessarily measured the proper motions over an unfavourable (i.e. short) epoch difference (using the minimum of 2 plates required to calculate the motions). Both of these objects have Schmidt et al. (2007) proper motions that do agree with our values, and so the Caballero (2007) measurements are taken to be inaccurate. Tables 3 and 4 show the proper motion comparisons as given by Caballero (2007) and Schmidt et al. (2007) .
It should be pointed out that 0915+04 is described as a binary by Reid et al. (2006) with a separation of 0.73" at -155.0
• . Our image also shows two resolved objects which may be why there is such a difference between the Schmidt et al. (2007) measurements and these data.
Two further two objects have additional proper motion measurements. J0255-47 has a proper motion measurement of 1.14±0.0022" yr −1 and a θ measurement of 119.5±0.21
• (Costa et al. 2006) . Our measurements are µ=1.18±0.01 " yr
and θ=117.4±1
• . This object also has an additional parallax measurement of ∼ 5 pc (Costa et al. 2006) , placing it well within the local neighbourhood. J0320-04 is suspected to be an unresolved M8.5+T5 binary (Burgasser et al. 2008 ) and has a proper motion of 0.562±0.005, and a θ of 205.9, which compares favourably with our measurements of 0.65±0.01" and 206.5±2 degrees.
POSSIBLE BINARIES
This study also provides an opportunity to search for wide common proper motion companions to the known brown dwarfs. Any objects within the field that have a proper motion within 15 mas yr −1 of the dwarf's motion were considered as possible companions. Obviously any brown dwarf with a proper motion close to zero, or the majority of background sources, will have a large number of "companions" within our selection. These objects have been excluded.
Two brown dwarfs J100-33 and J0147+34 appear to have common proper motion companions. J1004-33 has a possible M dwarf companion which SIMBAD names as LHS5166, a high proper motion star with proper motion of µαcosδ=400 mas yr −1 and µ δ =-420 mas yr −1 . Our measurement of its proper motion is 370.66±25.14, -342.62±14.46 mas yr −1 . J0147+34 has a companion which is an M dwarf as identified by Wei et al. (1999) . This M dwarf is an X-ray source (2E 0144.7+3438 as given by SIMBAD), suggesting that it may be young. It is 43" away from the known brown dwarf and has a proper motion of 46.2±18.3, -46.4±14.8 mas yr −1 . Further proper motion and radial velocity measurements are required before these can be confirmed as true companions however.
FAST MOVING OBJECTS
In paper I (Jameson et al. 2008a ), we discovered 8 high velocity L dwarfs which we suggested may belong tho the thick disk or halo population. Applying the same criteria to these data (that the proper motion must be greater than 0.85" yr −1 ), we found 3 candidates from the SofI images. The distance estimate derived from their spectral type as defined in Cruz et al. (2003) is 22.35 pc for J0014-48 (L2), 5.0 pc for J0255-47 (L8) and 25.8 pc for J2150-75 (L1). J0255-47, also has a parallax measurement from Costa et al. (2006) , which is 4.96 pc, in agreement with the spectral type distance. This object is relatively nearby, which gives it a true velocity of only 28 km s −1 . The other two objects have velocities of 95 km s −1 and 112 km s −1 respectively. Both J0014-48 and J2150-75 have relatively blue J − KS and H − KS colours for their spectral types, as with other high velocity dwarfs (Jameson et al. 2008a; Schmidt et al. 2007) , indicating that they too may be members of an older (∼ 10 Gyr), thick disk population.
From the WFCAM data, just one object met the required selection criteria, J0921-21, an L2 dwarf, with a spectral type distance of 12.4 pc, and a velocity of 55 km s −1 . This velocity is not high enough for this object to be considered a true high velocity dwarf.
MOVING GROUPS
We have attempted to determine if any of these brown dwarfs are members of known moving groups. Being a moving group member means that an age can be estimated for the dwarf. This does not necessarily mean that the moving group member is an "escaped" cluster member however, as galactic resonances can produce a similar effect (Dehnen 1998) . To determine if any of these field dwarf are moving group members, we used the moving cluster method as described in Bannister & Jameson (2007) and Jameson et al. (2008a) . Again, we used the proper motion measurements and direction of that motion as well as a distance derived from the spectral type as described in Cruz et al. (2003) . If the difference in angles between the measured and predicted motion towards the convergent point is less than 14
• plus the error on the measurement, and the ratio between the moving cluster distance and the Cruz spectral type distance was greater than 0.72 and less than 1.28 as in Bannister & Jameson (2007) and Jameson et al. (2008a) , then the selected objects were plotted on a colour−magnitude diagram, and compared to the DUSTY and NextGen models (Chabrier et al. 2000; Baraffe et al. 1998) and to empirical isochrones defined by known cluster members (Casewell et al. 2007 for the Pleiades and Hogan et al. 2008 for the Hyades.)
Hyades
The Hyades cluster has a distance of 46 pc and covers ≈ 20
• of the sky. The Hyades has, until recently, been thought to contain almost no low mass members. Extensive searches such as those Perryman et al. 1998 ) any low mass members would have evaporated from the cluster through dynamical evolutionary processes. For a cluster of this age ∼ 70% of stars and ∼ 85% of brown dwarfs are expected to have escaped the cluster (Adams et al. 2002) . Recently however, studies using deep, wide field surveys such as the UKIRT Deep Infrared Sky Survey (Hogan et al. 2008 ) have unearthed 12 L dwarf candidate members. Bouvier et al. (2008) have also claimed two T dwarf members from a 16 square degree survey of the cluster's centre.
Chereul, Creze & Bienayme (1998) first identified escaped Hyads, and more recently Bannister & Jameson (2007) have identified 7 L and T field dwarfs that belong to the Hyades moving group. Zapatero Osorio et al. (2007) have confirmed that one of these objects (2MASS J1217110-031113) has a radial velocity consistent with being an escaped member of the Hyades cluster, while two (2MASS J0205293-115930 and 2MASS J16241436+0029158) have radial velocities that are only consistent with being moving group members.
In 
Ursa Major
The Ursa Major moving group has been estimated to have an age of between 300 Myr (Soderblom & Mayor 1993 ) and 500±100 Myr (King et al. 2003) . Castellani et al. (2002) found an age of the group to be 400 Myr. The age of 400±100 Myr is adopted in this work. The convergent point of the Ursa Major moving group is located at α=20 h 18 m .83, δ=−34
• 25'.8 (J2000, Madsen et al. 2002). The selected objects are shown in Figure 2 and their data in Hogan et al. (2008) are plotted as filled squares. All of the objects that were previously selected as moving group members are marked as filled diamonds (Jameson et al. 2008a; Bannister & Jameson 2007) . The selected members are marked by a box for objects from the SofI data and by circles for the WFCAM objects. The errors are poissonion and from the photometry only. The solid and dashed lines represent the single star (solid line) and binary (dotted line) cluster sequences as shown in Hogan et al. (2008) . and those found by Jameson et al. (2008a) , we used the colour conversions of Stephens & Leggett (2004) to recalculate the relationship on the MKO system. Our new values are m=2.0746±0.281, c=7.92052±0.4481, which is more in keeping with the values for the other clusters. The relationship in the 2MASS colour system is plotted on Figure 2 , as well as the sequence as defined by the Bannister & Jameson (2007) dwarfs.
Pleiades
The Pleiades cluster is 125 Myr old and is situated at a distance of 130 pc (Stauffer, Schultz & Kirkpatrick 1998) . As a cluster it has been studied in depth and has been found to contain many brown dwarfs (Casewell et al. 2007; Lodieu et al. 2007b; Bihain et al. 2006; Moraux et al. 2003 Zuckerman & Song 2004 for a review), and it has been theorised that many of these moving groups have a common origin (Ortega et al. 2007 ). Thirteen new candidate members were found using the moving group method. 6 objects with declinations <-30
• and 7 objects with declinations >-30
• (Figure 3 , Table 7 ). As with the Hyades and Ursa Major clusters, the Pleiades is old enough to expect that some mass segregation has occurred, and thus it is not unreasonable to search the whole sky for members of the moving group. This is not the case however for many of the younger, southern moving groups.
The new moving group members are detailed in Table 7 .
Other moving groups
Many of the southern moving groups have similar convergent points and velocities. To determine if any of our southern dwarfs are members of these moving groups, we have used the moving group method as for the Hyades, Ursa Major and Pleiades moving groups, but have then used the isochrone for Upper Scorpius as developed by Jameson et al. (2008b) . This can be then used as an age indicator for the younger clusters. If the selected dwarfs fall on or near the isochrone, then they are young (age <10 Myr) and are considered candidate members. Radial velocity measurements are needed to confirm the membership of these objects however.
Simply by using the moving group method, we have found <10 candidate members of the TW Hydra, Tucana/Horlogium, Beta Pictoris, AB Doradus and η Chamaeleon moving groups. Because these clusters all have similar convergent points and velocities (Zuckerman & Song 2004 ) some of the candidate members are found in more than one cluster.
When plotted on the MK , J − K colour magnitude diagram, using Stephens & Leggett (2004) to convert the colours into the MKO system, with the Upper Scorpius and Alpha Perseus cluster isochrones from Jameson et al. (2008b) , all of the candidate members sit lower then Alpha Per, indicating that these dwarfs cannot be moving group members at the calculated distances.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper continues the work presented in Jameson et al. (2008a) , which presented proper motions of 143 L and T dwarfs. This paper presents a further 126 proper motions. Thus the large majority of field L and T dwarfs discovered by 2MASS, DENIS and the SDSS now have known proper motions. From these data we find a further 2 wide binary L dwarfs, both with M dwarf companions. A further 3 high velocity L dwarfs have been discovered, which we assume are old thick disc L dwarfs. Finally, we find 7 more potential members of the Hyades moving group, 4 members of the Ursa Major moving group and 13 potential members of the Pleiades moving group. We have found no members of the young southern moving groups, TW Hydra, Tucana/Horologium, Beta Pictoris, AB Doradus or η Chamaeleon. We have also used these new members of the Ursa Major moving group to refine the L dwarf sequence for the group that was defined by Jameson et al. (2008b) . Table 6 . Name, spectral type, J, H, K magnitudes, ∆θ, dmg /dsp and dsp for the potential Ursa Major moving group members discussed.Where two spectral types have been given, they are in the order of optical spectral type, infrared spectral type.J0920+35 is a binary (Reid et al. 2001) , discovered using HST . Is suspected to be an equal mass binary. (2003) and Bihain et al. (2006) are plotted as filled squares. All of the objects that were selected as moving group members are marked as filled diamonds (Jameson et al. 2008a ). The selected members are marked by a box for objects from the SofI data and by filled circles for the WFCAM objects. The errors are poissonion and from the photometry only.
